RESCATE Internacional is a Spanish NGO that has been working with refugees in conflict and post-conflict countries, and Spain, since 1960.

MISSION:

RESCATE Internacional works from the commitment, proximity and passion to be refugees’ first allies. From direct assistance to international development we aim to minimize the physical and psychological impacts suffered by those who must start a new life in order to have better opportunities.

Communications Department:
IRPF ESTATAL: Research project
- Can be online Internship
- It consists of student creating surveys, gathering data and drafting reports of how Refugees in Spain could help in reshaping the hosting// political asylum system in the country.

Project Islamophobia:
- Online Internship
- There are different phases to the project:
  - Research area through social media to gather data on how Islamophobic attitudes are being portrayed and make behavioral analysis
  - Strategy elaboration on how to approach these attitudes and deal with the perpetrators

Captación de socios:
- Elaboration of visibility plans and resource administration in order to attract funders
- Marketing strategies as to how do we approach businesses for collaboration and project funding
- How do we reach the general public?

Internship possibilities communications department:
- Can be online or partially on-site (that is, meeting 2-3 times a week)
- Focus on communications and marketing
- Support in marketing strategies, community management (social media), translations… useful French and Arabic speaking students

ADI:
- This department is in charge of assisting political asylum seekers (focus on gender and LGBTI+ Community)
  - Psychology students that provide psychological support to asylum seekers
  - Social Workers supporting the integration of asylum seekers in Spain

To apply, send your resume to bolsatrabajo-madrid@slu.edu

http://slu.edu/madrid
Avenida del Valle, 34 - 28003 - Madrid, Spain Tel.: (+34) 91 554 58 58 Fax: (+34) 91 554 62 02 • admissions-madrid@slu.edu
Accompany and mediators

- **Jurist**
  - Drafting reports on the situation of the home country of asylum seekers and proof the validity of the stories that the refugees are basing their application to political protection on

**International Cooperation:**
- Project proposals drafting
- Financial accounting
- Country strategies drafting - Political reports
- Also possibility for internship// volunteering on-site: Lebanon and Ethiopia
- Funding opportunities research

There is a huge need in every department for translations in Arabic and French since many beneficiaries of International Protection come from Africa and Middle East

**NONE OF THE INTERNSHIPS ARE PAID**

Our office is located at Valentin Beato, 42 (Metro Suanzes)
The office is open Mon- Thurs 9:00-17:30 and Fridays 9:00-14:30

To apply, send your resume to bolsatrabajo-madrid@slu.edu

http://slu.edu/madrid